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Abstract: The Institute of Medicine’s report, To Err is Human, raised the public awareness of medical errors and medical harm. However, even after 10 years following the release of this report, studies showed that safety had not significantly improved in health care. In order to address the ongoing concerns with medical errors and harm, many health care organizations have started to learn from other industries, including the automobile industry, the nuclear power industry, commercial aviation, and the military. Many of these industries are so-called high reliability organizations (HROs), which are defined as organizations that possess certain cultural characteristics that allow them to operate in highly dangerous environments with near-perfect safety records. In this context, health care organizations should learn from HROs and try to adopt some of these characteristics in order to improve safety, by ultimately becoming HROs themselves. While it is clear that HROs are not the definitive or even the only answer, many hospitals that have adopted techniques, skills, knowledge, and behaviors of HROs have started to make significant progress in improving patient safety. The purpose of this review is to highlight some of the approaches that HROs use to improve safety, with a specific emphasis on how health care organizations can apply some of these approaches to improve patient safety.
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Introduction

By now the US Institute of Medicine’s seminal report, To Err is Human,1 is so well known that it has become one of the most frequently cited reports in patient safety literature. While the concept of harm has been appreciated since the time of Hippocrates, who was perhaps the first to coin the term iatrogenesis (from the Greek meaning “originating from a physician”), it was really not until the publication of the Institute of Medicine’s report in late 1999 that medical errors and harm really came to the forefront.2 This report, which was largely based upon the results of the Harvard Medical Practice Study,3,4 as well as a follow-up study performed in Utah and Colorado,5 estimated that there were between 44,000 to 98,000 deaths every year in the USA as a result of medical errors. The analogy of a full jumbo jet crashing every day for a year made a significant impact on the lay media and arguably triggered the subsequent quality improvement and patient safety movement.2 These findings were later replicated in other countries as well,6–10 focusing attention on an issue of global scale. Moreover, patients in both high income and low income countries appear to be equally affected by medical errors.11 Even hospitalized children were shown to be at risk for iatrogenic injury.7
While the importance of the Harvard Medical Practice Study, the Utah and Colorado study, and To Err is Human are not disputed, it is important to recognize one of the major drawbacks to the “44,000 to 98,000 deaths” statistic that has been so often quoted. The definition of “adverse event” in these studies excluded hospital-acquired infections, specifically central line-associated bloodstream infections (CLABSI), ventilator-associated respiratory infections (which include ventilator-associated pneumonia, ventilator-associated tracheobronchitis, and nosocomial sinusitis), surgical site infections, and catheter-associated urinary tract infections. All of these infections have been associated with significant increases in morbidity, mortality, and health care costs in both children and adults. Moreover, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that approximately 99,000 patients die every year of in the USA alone. If HAIs are included in the definition of medical harm, and by all accounts, they should be included, the “44,000 to 98,000 deaths” statistic is grossly underestimated.

Another important issue should also be mentioned here. Most studies suggest that between 3% to 6% of all hospital deaths are preventable. More than half of these preventable deaths occurred in patients who were at the end of life. These patients certainly deserve quality care too; however, there is a stark difference when comparing years of life lost between patients in their last 6 months of life versus those with considerably more years of life ahead. As such, while the “44,000 to 98,000 deaths” worked great as an eye-catching statistic that inspired the patient safety movement, preventable deaths may not depict the true extent of the gravity of medical errors. Approximately 20% of HAIs and slightly more than half of adverse errors are considered preventable.

Between 5 to 10 years after the publication of To Err is Human, follow-up reports showed that patient safety had not significantly improved. The lack of significant progress called into question many of the transformational changes that had been put into place, as well as casting doubt on many of the initiatives and techniques borrowed from industries outside health care. Fortunately, preliminary estimates from a recently completed update on annual hospital-acquired conditions by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality were far more encouraging. These estimates from calendar year 2013 showed that the rate of hospital-acquired conditions declined by 9% from 2012 to 2013 and by slightly over 17% from 2010 to 2013. The lead investigators in this study further estimated that 50,000 fewer patients died in the hospital as a result of this decrease at a total cost savings of approximately US$12 billion. As it then turns out, the quality movement has made substantial gains in improving patient safety, though it is clear that we still have a long journey ahead.

High reliability theory (HRT) versus normal accident theory (NAT)

Historically, most efforts at improving patient safety focused on changing individual behavior, ie, “getting rid of all the bad apples”. In other words, only “bad physicians” or “bad nurses” made the kinds of errors that resulted in medical harm. The so-called “good physicians” and “good nurses” were the ones who never made mistakes. Unfortunately, by focusing on the individual, health care systems and hospitals neglected to focus on the underlying systems issues that were truly the root cause of medical harm. As it turns out, blaming well-intentioned individuals for their mistakes is not a very effective way to learn from and hopefully prevent errors from occurring in the future. It is not that physicians, nurses, and other health care providers do not make mistakes. As the 18th century English poet, Alexander Pope stated, “To err is human”. Studies from the highway traffic safety and aviation safety literature suggest that the majority of accidents (some statistics would say that as many as 70% of all accidents) are, in fact, associated with human error. The key issue is to fully acknowledge the fact that humans will make mistakes and to therefore design systems that will identify these errors early and prevent them from escalating to the point of causing harm. By analyzing the systems issues that cause accidents rather than blaming individuals, commercial aviation and other industries have been able to dramatically improve their safety record.

Virtually all accidents are associated with systems factors. Two prevailing schools of thought have helped safety experts focus on these systems factors – HRT and NAT. HRT is based on the premise that errors can be prevented through top leadership commitment to a culture of safety and reliability. HRT was initially developed by a group of researchers from the University of California, Berkeley (Todd LaPorte, Gene Rochlin, and Karlene Roberts), based upon their initial work with aircraft carrier flight operations (in partnership with Rear Admiral Tom Mercer, on the USS Carl Vinson), the Federal Aviation Administration’s air traffic control, and nuclear power plant operations (largely at Pacific Gas and Electric’s Diablo Canyon facility in southern California). The theory was further refined by Schuman and Weick. The fundamental concept in HRT is that...
there are so-called high reliability organizations (HROs), which are defined as organizations that possess certain cultural characteristics that allow them to operate in highly dangerous environments with near-perfect safety records. In this context, organizations should learn from HROs and try to adopt some of these characteristics in order to improve safety, ultimately becoming HROs themselves. To this end, an entire consultative industry has developed around the belief that organizations can improve quality and safety by adopting HRO characteristics.\(^{36}\)

In contrast, NAT takes a more pessimistic viewpoint. NAT was developed largely by Perrow, following his thorough analysis of the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant accident.\(^{51}\) NAT assumes that accidents are inevitable (it is indeed “normal” to experience accidents), due to the inherent complexity of some organizations. In a complex system, it is difficult to predict all of the ways that a system can fail. Complex systems are often non-linear, interdependent, and highly connected. NAT also predicts that systems will fail due to a property called tight coupling. Tight coupling causes a small defect or failure to quickly scale out of control – in this kind of system, it is difficult to stop an impending disaster once a chain of events has been initiated. Perrow would definitely consider health organizations to be complex and tightly coupled, suggesting that accidents are inevitable – indeed, they are normal. Unfortunately, Perrow’s NAT does not offer much in the way of helpful advice on how to address the fact that accidents are inevitable. The strength of NAT is that it provides a framework with which to view complex systems and the associated risks of system failure. Rather than viewing HRT and NAT as mutually exclusive, several authorities now recognize that these two theories provide complementary insight into how systems factors can be designed in such a way to minimize the level of risk in order to improve safety.\(^{52-54}\) Indeed, some of the elements of HRT described below address some of the points raised by Perrow’s NAT.

**HROs**

From a systems engineering perspective, reliability is defined as the absence of undesirable or unwanted process variation, often resulting in error-free operation over a sustained period of time.\(^{55,56}\) Reliability is commonly expressed as an inverse of a system’s failure or defect rate. For example, if a system experiences one defect out of every ten chances, the defect rate is 10% (1/10) and the reliability is expressed as 10^{-1}.\(^{55,56}\) In health care, the rate of CLA-BSIs is commonly expressed as the number of infections per 1,000 central line days (the total number of central line days for all patients in the hospital in a certain period of time, typically a month or year). If a hospital has a CLA-BSI rate of one infection per 1,000 central line days, the reliability of this particular system would be denoted as 10^{-3}. Table 1 provides a comparison of different reliability measurements for processes in a number of industries and health care.

As stated above, HROs are defined as hazardous organizations that operate with exemplary safety records over extended periods of time.\(^{42,43,45,49}\) The processes and systems within an HRO typically operate in the range of 10^{-5} or 10^{-6} (Table 2). Roberts suggested that HROs could be identified by the following simple question, “How many times could this organization have failed, resulting in catastrophic consequences, but did not?” If the answer to this question is “countless times” (or something on that scale and order), the organization was likely to be an HRO.\(^{52,53}\) The typical HRO is an organization that exists in a hostile environment or at least one that is rich in the potential for errors. Indeed, most HROs are characterized by complex systems that are tightly coupled (mutually independent, highly connected, often time-dependent systems with significant redundancy – see discussion on NAT above).

**Table 1 | Levels of reliability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Opportunities per failure</th>
<th>Real-world example</th>
<th>Health care example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chaotic</td>
<td>&lt;10^{-4}</td>
<td>&lt;90%</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>Annual mortality if &gt;90 years old</td>
<td>Achievement of best practice processes in outpatient care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10^{-1}</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mortality of climbing Mt Everest</td>
<td>Achievement of best practice processes in inpatient care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10^{-2}</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Mortality of Grand Prix Racing</td>
<td>Deaths in risky surgery (ASA 3–5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10^{-3}</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>Helicopter crashes</td>
<td>Deaths in general surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10^{-4}</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Mortality of canoeing</td>
<td>Deaths in routine anesthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10^{-5}</td>
<td>99.999%</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>Chartered flight crashes</td>
<td>Deaths from blood transfusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10^{-6}</td>
<td>99.9999%</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>Commercial airline crashes</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Abbreviation: ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists.
Table 2 System characteristics as they relate to differing levels of reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low reliability (Generally more basic and inconsistent)</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>High reliability (Generally more robust and effective)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Individual preference prevails</td>
<td>• Personnel informed by reliability science</td>
<td>• Sophisticated organizational design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intent to perform well</td>
<td>• Implementation of human factors</td>
<td>• Integrated hierarchies, processes, teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Individual excellence rewarded</td>
<td>• Standardization of processes is the norm</td>
<td>• Error-proofing: forced function, shutdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Human vigilance for risk, error, harm</td>
<td>• Ambiguities in standard work eliminated</td>
<td>• Failure modes and effects analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hard work, trying harder after failures</td>
<td>• “Work-around” solutions eliminated</td>
<td>• Routine simulation for training/reinforcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Codified policies, procedures, guidelines</td>
<td>• Reminders and decision support built-in</td>
<td>• Strong teamwork climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Personal checklists</td>
<td>• Standard checklists (real-time compliance)</td>
<td>• Strong safety culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Retrospective performance feedback</td>
<td>• Good habits/behaviors leveraged</td>
<td>• Staff perception of psychological safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Didactic training/retraining</td>
<td>• Error-proofing: warnings, sensory alerts</td>
<td>• Preoccupation with failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Awareness-raising</td>
<td>• Deliberate redundancy in critical steps</td>
<td>• Reluctance to simplify interpretations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Basic standardization (equipment, brands, forms)</td>
<td>• Key tasks are scheduled/assigned</td>
<td>• Sensitivity to operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Some simulation training for emergencies</td>
<td>• Deference to expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Real-time performance feedback</td>
<td>• Commitment to resilience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The nature of these environments is such that learning through either experimentation or trial-and-error is almost impossible. For example, trying to change the manner in which an aircraft lands on a rolling, pitching flight deck in heavy seas at night is probably ill-advised. Finally, HROs often utilize complex technologies. However, what sets HROs apart from less reliable organizations are five important characteristics that were described by Weick and Sutcliffe.49 “Risk” is really a function of the probability of error and the consequence of that error. HROs minimize risk by reducing the probability of error through: i) a preoccupation with failure, ii) a sensitivity to operations, and iii) a reluctance to simplify. HROs minimize the consequence of errors through: i) a commitment to resilience, and ii) a deference to expertise.49,57

Preoccupation with failure

HROs continuously monitor critical processes and proactively conduct risk assessments in order to prevent errors. They focus on their failures as much as they do (if not more) on their successes. HROs do not hide their mistakes, but rather view their errors as “opportunities for improvement” and act accordingly. As Thomas J Watson, founder of International Business Machines (IBM) stated, “If you want to increase your success rate, double your failure rate”. Individuals in the HRO will report their mistakes, even when nobody else notices that a mistake has been made, and their managers reward the individuals for reporting their mistakes rather than punishing or blaming them.48,58 For example, Navy pilots are evaluated by one of their peers (the “landing safety officer”) every time that they land a plane on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier. In many cases, the landing is recorded on video and analyzed and critiqued in detail.42,46 The equivalent in health care would be if every surgical procedure performed by an individual surgeon was monitored, recorded on video, and critiqued by a fellow surgeon. Again, as discussed above, most health care organizations have not progressed far enough beyond the deeply ingrained culture of blame to be able to accomplish something that is similar, but orders of magnitude above and beyond peer review.59–63

Sensitivity to operations

HROs focus on what happens on the front-line, or sharp end (the personnel or parts of the system that are closest to the action). The individuals on the front-line are provided with the necessary resources to accomplish their work. If a problem does occur, these individuals recognize the problem and are able to contain it before the problem propagates through the rest of the system. Front-line managers have the knowledge and skills to provide assistance whenever necessary. They constantly assess the potential threats to completing the tasks that must be completed.

Situation awareness is defined as the recognition or perception of what is happening, the comprehension of its meaning, and the projection of how what is currently happening will impact the future.64,65 In this context, sensitivity to operations essentially means that individuals in HROs have situation awareness. The US Air Force used to describe pilots during the war in Korea and Vietnam who always seemed to know what was going on around them during aerial combat – these pilots had the uncanny ability to observe their opponent’s move and anticipate their next move in a mere
fraction of seconds. These pilots had what was called the ace factor.67

Wayne Gretzky, one of the greatest hockey players in the history of the National Hockey League (his nickname is “The Great One”) was once asked what made him such a great hockey player. Gretzky replied that he skated “where the puck is going, not where it’s been”. Skating to where the puck is going is what situation awareness is all about. There are many examples of situation awareness in health care today.68–71 For example, similar to the ace factor described above, every physician and nurse can usually recall an instance in which a nurse or physician looked at a patient and was quickly able to tell that the patient was going to become critically ill, even before anyone else was worried about the patient.72 “It was like the nurse had a sixth sense of what was going to happen”, many would say. Again, here is a perfect example of situation awareness at its best.

Reluctance to simplify

Individuals in HROs take absolutely nothing for granted. As discussed above, HROs encourage a questioning attitude. Moreover, the simplest explanation is not accepted by HROs – individuals in HROs dig deeper for the real answer to why a particular incident occurred. HROs encourage diversity in experience and opinion. HROs are so-called learning organizations41,54,73–77 – they create environments that are conducive to learning from mistakes and refining processes until they are executed nearly flawlessly. HROs move beyond what is called first-order problem-solving to higher orders of problem-solving.75,78,79 As an example, consider a physician who is placing a central line in a critically ill patient. If all the necessary equipment is not readily available, the physician will likely go find the rest of the equipment and supplies and bring it to the patient’s bedside, so that the central line can be placed. While the initial problem has been solved (through first-order problem-solving), the root cause of the problem (equipment and supplies are not placed in the same area) has not been adequately addressed. HROs would move to second-order problem-solving and create a system where all of the necessary equipment is readily available when needed.80

The US Army was one of the first organizations to systematically review and capture lessons learned on a routine basis, through a process called the “after action review” (AAR). The AAR was originally designed to maximize learning from battlefield simulations,61 though many other organizations have adopted this process as a way to maximize organizational learning.82–84 HROs utilize AARs and other similar techniques in order to take full advantage of learning opportunities, improve key processes, and sustain nearly perfect performance. Many health organizations have adopted a similar technique, called the “root-cause analysis”85 to systematically review events of harm in the hospital setting.86

Commitment to resilience

HROs are resilient systems – they recover quickly from setbacks or other difficult situations. HROs are able to do so through continuous training and re-training. Front-line personnel are trained through simulation and other innovative techniques to complete their jobs with minimal variation in performance. HROs recognize that not every mistake can be prevented. The key to high reliability is to develop strategies, techniques, and systems that will prevent these small mistakes from becoming catastrophic, system-wide failures. For example, every day at sea, everyone on the flight deck of a US Navy aircraft carrier will stand shoulder-to-shoulder and walk from one end of the flight deck to the other, looking for foreign object debris (FOD), in what is called an “FOD walk”. Even small pieces of debris can be deadly, if they are sucked up into a jet engine. In health care, there are several potential analogous examples to the FOD walk, though widespread implementation of these techniques has limited their utility. For example, Gawande and Pronovost and Vohr88 popularized the use of checklists in the operating room and intensive care unit, respectively.89,90 The surgical safety checklist was designed to improve team communication and reduce complications – implementation of this checklist has significantly reduced complications and improved outcomes.91 Daily goal sheets,92,93 standardized order sets, clinical pathways, protocols, structured communication during multidisciplinary rounds,94,95 and standardized hand-offs96–100 are additional techniques that are analogous to the FOD walk and may improve care delivery in the hospital setting.

Deference to expertise

HROs push decision making to the individuals at the sharp end with the most knowledge, experience, and expertise. The individuals who are most qualified to make a decision are the ones who make the key decisions. Experience and expertise are valued more than hierarchical rank. Individuals in an HRO will take ownership of a problem or issue until it is resolved.

The concept of deference to expertise is not new. One of the major arguments to health care organizations becoming HROs is the fact that health care does not have the hierarchical, command and control leadership structure that is believed to exist in US Navy nuclear-powered aircraft carriers. While
it is true that most individuals in the military know to follow orders, the military has, in fact, become less hierarchical to some degree. The fog of war is often used to describe the rapidly changing, ambiguous, volatile, unpredictable nature of fighting on the battlefield. As a famous Marine Corps general once said, “Once the shooting starts, all plans fall apart.” Moreover, the command-and-control structure becomes very difficult in the middle of a battle. For these reasons, the military has adopted a doctrine called “commander’s intent”, which was first used by the German military during World War II, although it was called “auftragstaktik”. The concept here is that front-line leaders are provided with mission-type orders that describe the overall goals and objectives of a particular mission, the strategy that will be used, the resources that will be available, and the overall battle plan. These orders also include a description of what the battlefield commander wants to specifically accomplish – the commander’s intent. Based on these orders, the front-line leader can operate with some autonomy to accomplish the overall goals and objectives of the battlefield commander. The United States Marine Corps and the Australian Army have extended this concept with the definition of the strategic corporal, which shares many of the features of the concepts of commander’s intent, auftragstaktik, and deference to expertise (see below).

There are a few examples of deference to expertise in health care today. For example, rapid response systems have been designed as early warning systems to detect hospitalized patients who are clinically deteriorating. These systems were designed to minimize cardiac arrests outside of the intensive care unit – in many systems, bedside nurses (and in some cases, even family members) are empowered to activate the rapid response system without seeking approval from another provider. The key here is that if a decision needs to be made quickly, it should be made by the individual who has the most experience, knowledge, and expertise. In many cases in health care, as in HROs, that individual is on the sharp end.

### Potential barriers to high reliability health care

Some authors have argued that health care organizations will never become HROs. Amalberti et al have listed five system barriers to achieving high reliability in health care today (Table 3). The current health care delivery system is highly fragmented and exists in silos in which individual providers are isolated. The nature of the current system makes learning from errors extremely difficult. Moreover, there is too much variation and not enough standardization, which further compounds the risk of errors as well as waste and inefficiency. Finally, the relative lack of transparency, as well as the fear of litigation has been a major barrier to learning from errors. However, these barriers are not insurmountable, but will require a concerted effort, leadership support, and engagement of the front-line providers.

### Conclusion

There are probably many different approaches to improving patient safety that have not been discussed here. Some authors have questioned whether hospitals can ever become HROs. However, there is a growing consensus that adopting some of the behaviors from other HROs will improve patient safety. Some of the recent statistics on patient safety suggest that the HRO approach is on the right track. The key point here is that hospitals can no longer ignore the fact that some hospitals are, in fact, moving toward becoming HROs. As Albert Einstein said, “Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results”. With Einstein’s thought in mind, health care organizations need to learn from other industries and continue to borrow, adopt, and/or modify some of the techniques, skills, and knowledge that these industries use to improve quality and safety.
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